
C7 Voice Recognition
Radio
Some audio screens have a voice recognition button (g) to launch audio voice 
recognition. If the voice button is touched in a radio screen, the voice commands for 
radio and media features are available. 

“Switch to AM” : Switch bands to AM and tune to the last AM radio station. 

“Switch to FM” : Switch bands to FM and tune to the last FM radio station. 

“Switch to SXM” : Switch bands to SiriusX 

“Tune to <AM frequency> AM” : Tune to the radio station whose frequency is identified 
in the command (like “nine fifty”). 

“Tune to <FM frequency> FM” : Tune to the radio station whose frequency is identified 
in the command (like “one o one point one”). 

If equipped, “Tune to <AM frequency> AM HD” : Tune to the HD Radio station whose 
frequency is identified in the command. 

If equipped, “Tune to <FM frequency> FM HD” : Tune to the HD Radio station whose 
frequency is identified in the command. 

If equipped, “Tune to <FM frequency> FM HD <HD channel number>” : Tune to the 
HD Radio station whose frequency and HD channel is identified in the command. 

“Tune to SXM <SXM channel number>” : Tune to the SiriusXM radio station whose 
channel number is identified in the command. 

“Tune to SXM <SXM channel name>” : Tune to the SiriusXM radio station whose 
channel name is identified in the command. 

Navigation
“Navigation” : Begin a dialog to enter specific destination information. 

“Navigation Commands” : Begin a dialog to enter specific destination information. 

“Destination Address” : Begin a dialog to enter a specific destination address, which 
includes the entire address consisting of the house number, street name, and city and 
state. 

“Destination Intersection” : Begin a dialog to enter a specific destination intersection. 



“Destination Place of Interest” : Begin a dialog to enter a destination Place of Interest 
category or major brand name (if equipped). 

Not all brand names of businesses are available for voice entry. Most major chains, 
such as chains with more than 20 locations, should be available to search for by name, 
but the name must be precisely spoken. Nicknames or short names for the businesses 
will not likely be found. Lesser known businesses might have to be located by category, 
such as fast food, hotels, or banks. 

“Destination Contact” : Begin a dialog to enter a specific destination contact name. 

“Cancel Route” : End route guidance. 

If your language supports it, try stating a One-Shot command to enter a destination 
address one two three Main Street, Lansing Michigan.” Another example of a One-Shot 
Destination Entry command is “Navigate to Place of Interest – Hotels.” If these 
commands do not work, try saying “Navigate to Place of Interest” or “Navigate to 
Address” and the system will come back and ask for details of your destination. 

Phone
“Call <contact name>” : Initiate a call to an entered contact. The command may 
include location if the contact has location numbers stored. 

“Call <contact name> At Home,” “At Work,” “On Mobile,” or “On Other” : Initiate a 
call to an entered contact and location at home, at work, on mobile device, or on 
another phone.

“Call <phone number>” : Initiate a call to a standard phone number or emergency 
number. 

If the call is being initiated outside of North America, state “Call <phone number>,” then 
after the system reads back the number, repeat the “Call” command to initiate the call. 
If the number is not correct, “Delete” will delete the number and allow it to be entered 
again. If the number is not complete, speak the remaining digits. 

“Pair Phone” : Begin the Bluetooth pairing process. Follow instructions on the radio 
display. 

“Switch Phone” : Select a different phone for outgoing calls. 

“Voice Keypad” : Begins a dialog to enter special numbers like international numbers. 
The numbers can be entered in groups of digits with each group of digits being repeated 
back by the system. If the group of digits is not correct, the command “Delete” will 
remove the last group of digits and allow them to be re-entered. Once the entire number 
has been entered, the command “Call” will start dialing the number. 

“Voice Mail” : Initiate a call to voice mail numbers. 



Voice Pass-Thru 
Voice pass-thru allows access to the voice recognition commands on the cell phone, for 
example, Siri® or Voice Command. See the cell phone manufacturer's user guide to see 
if the cell phone supports this feature. To activate the phone voice recognition system, 
press and hold g on the steering wheel for a few seconds. 

Voice Recognition for OnStar (If Equipped) 
“OnStar” : Begin Onstar Voice Recognition. 

Voice Recognition for Weather (If Equipped) 
“Weather” : Begin a dialog to enter a weather location. 


